We developed computational models to predict the emergence of depression and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder in Twitter users. Twitter data and details of depression history were collected from 204 individuals (105 depressed, 99 healthy). We extracted predictive features measuring affect, linguistic style, and context from participant tweets (N = 279,951) and built models using these features with supervised learning algorithms. Resulting models successfully discriminated between depressed and healthy content, and compared favorably to general practitioners' average success rates in diagnosing depression, albeit in a separate population. Results held even when the analysis was restricted to content posted before first depression diagnosis. State-space temporal analysis suggests that onset of depression may be detectable from Twitter data several months prior to diagnosis. Predictive results were replicated with a separate sample of individuals diagnosed with PTSD (N users = 174, N tweets = 243,775). A state-space time series model revealed indicators of PTSD almost immediately post-trauma, often many months prior to clinical diagnosis. These methods suggest a data-driven, predictive approach for early screening and detection of mental illness.
Social media data provide valuable clues about physical and mental health conditions. This holds true even in cases where social media users are not yet aware that their health has changed. For example, searching for information on certain health symptoms has been shown to provide accurate early-warning indicators for hard-to-detect cancers 1 . Social media networks have been used to plot the trajectory of disease outbreaks [2] [3] [4] , and to track regional dietary health 5 . In addition to physical ailments, predictive screening methods have successfully identified markers in social media data for a number of mental health issues, including addiction 6 , depression [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) 13, 14 , and suicidal ideation 15 . The field of predictive health screening with social media data is still in its infancy, however, and considerable refinements are needed to develop methodologies that can effectively augment health care. In this report, we present a set of improved methods and novel contributions for predicting and tracking depression and PTSD on Twitter.
Depression has emerged as the leading mental health condition of interest among computational social scientists [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , as it is a relatively common mental disorder 16 and influences a range of behaviors and patterns of communication 17 . Underdiagnosis of depression remains a persistent problem; a recent survey of a major metropolitan area found nearly half (45%) of all cases of major depression were undiagnosed 18 . PTSD, while less common 19 , is frequently comorbid with major depression 20 . Studies have found that PTSD is underdiagnosed or under-treated by a majority of primary-care physicians 21, 22 . The costs of underdiagnosis of these conditions, both to human quality of life and health care systems, are considerable. Computational methods for early screening and diagnosis of depression and PTSD have the potential to make a positive impact on a major public health issue, with minimal associated costs and labor intensity.
Improvements and novel contributions. Early efforts to detect depression and PTSD signals in Twitter data have been promising. Park et al. 11 established that Twitter users suffering from depression tended to post tweets containing more negative emotional sentiment compared to healthy users. De Choudhury et al. 7 successfully identified new mothers suffering from postpartum depression, based on changes in Twitter usage and tweet content. In a separate analysis, De Choudhury et al. 8 found that depressive signals were observable in tweets made by individuals with Major Depressive Disorder. In addition, De Choudhury et al. 23 found that increased social isolation, measured via Facebook data, was predictive of postpartum depression in mothers. A small number of studies have attempted to identify PTSD markers in Twitter data 13, 14 . This growing literature has employed progressively more sophisticated methods for making intelligent inferences about Twitter users' mental health based on their online activity. Despite these advances, we identified a number of methodological issues in recent reports which we have improved upon in the present work. A brief review of these modifications provide motivation for the results that follow.
De Choudhury et al. 8 built a predictive model using tweets from depressed individuals posted within a year prior to their self-reported onset of a recent depressive episode. Subjects were included for analysis if they had experienced at least two depressive episodes within that one year period, meaning that the data used to make predictions contained tweets posted after the first onset of depression. The date of first depression diagnosis for each individual was not explicitly accounted for in their model. As a result, model training data may have contained both tweets posted during a previous depressive episode, as well as tweets posted after subjects had already received a formal diagnosis. Both of these possibilities seem especially likely, as depression-related terms such as diagnosis, antidepressants, psychotherapy, and hospitalization were significant predictors in their model, along with the names of specific antidepressant medications (e.g. serotonin, maprotiline, and nefazodone).
We chose to use only tweets posted prior to the date of subjects' first depression diagnosis, rather than focus on recent depressive episodes, for three reasons. First, self-reported information about depressive symptoms is often inaccurate 24 . By contrast, a clinical diagnosis is an explicit event that does not rely on subjective impressions, as may be the case with self-reported onset dates. Second, individuals diagnosed with depression often come to identify with their diagnosis 25, 26 , and subsequent choices, including how to portray oneself on social media, may be influenced by this identification. It is possible that the predictive signals indicated in De Choudhury et al. 8 were not tracking depressive symptoms, per se, but rather identified purposeful communication choices on the part of depressed Twitter users. Third, and most important, if we are able to accurately discriminate between depressed and healthy participants using only tweets posted prior to first diagnosis, this would support a stronger claim than has been made previously -namely, that Twitter data are capable not only of detecting depression, but can do so before the first diagnosis has been made.
While date of first diagnosis provides a more reliable temporal marker than self-reported onset of symptoms, onset timing is also valuable to researchers and health care professionals looking to better understand depression. This is especially true regarding the onset of an individual's first depressive episode. Winokur 27 found that over 50% of depression patients experienced first onset at least 6 months prior to diagnosis. The months during which individuals suffering from depression are undiagnosed and untreated pose a significant health risk. Given that the changes that occur with the first onset of depression may be reflected in social media data, we hypothesized that a computational approach could model the progression of depression without any explicit estimates of onset. Using only the content of participants' tweets, we generated a time series model which charts the course of illness in depressed individuals, and compared this with healthy participants' data. To our knowledge, De Choudhury et al. 8 represent the state-of-the-art in depression screening on Twitter, and our own work was informed by their innovative methods. Accordingly, we report model accuracy scores from De Choudhury et al. 8 along with our results as a point of comparison.
All of the above methodological improvements were also applied to our PTSD analysis, which used a separate cohort of study participants. Extant literature on PTSD detection in Twitter data 13, 14 differ from our analysis in important ways. Previous research used bulk collections of public tweets, and assigned PTSD labels to users based on tweets which mentioned a PTSD diagnosis. By comparison, we communicated directly with participants, and excluded any who could not report a specific date on which they received a professional clinical diagnosis. Our analytical approach incorporated a wide array of metadata features and semantic measures, which were limited 14 or missing entirely 13 from earlier research. Most importantly, previous research focused only on differentiating PTSD users from healthy users, without any consideration of timing with respect to the dates of traumatic events or diagnoses. Our models focused specifically on identifying predictive markers of PTSD prior to diagnosis date, as well as tracking the course of this disorder over time.
Comparison with trained healthcare professionals. Mitchell, Vaze, and Rao 28 evaluated general practitioners' abilities to correctly diagnose depression in their patients, without assistance from scales, questionnaires, or other measurement instruments. Out of 50,371 patient outcomes culled from 118 studies, 21.9% of patients were actually depressed. General practitioners were able to correctly rule out depression in 81% of non-depressed patients, but only correctly diagnosed depressed patients 42% of the time. Taubman-Ben-Ari et al. 22 tested primary-care physicians' abilities to detect PTSD. PTSD prevalence was 7.5% for men and 10.5% for women in the observed sample (N = 683). Physicians correctly identified 2.5% of PTSD cases, and out of all PTSD diagnoses made, only 43% were accurate. We refer to general practitioner accuracy rates 22, 28 as an informal benchmark for the quality of our computational models.
Method
The methods used in recruitment, data collection, and analysis are adopted from Reece and Danforth 12 . The present study was reviewed and approved by the Harvard University Institutional Review Board, approval #15-2529, as well as the University of Vermont Institutional Review Board, approval #CHRMS-16-135. All experimental procedures were performed in accordance with Institutional Review Board guidelines. All study participants provided informed consent and acknowledged all of the study goals, expectations, and procedures, including data privacy, prior to any data collection. Surveys were built using the Qualtrics survey platform, and analyses were performed using Python and R. Twitter data collection apps were written in Python, using the Twitter developer's Application Programming Interface (API). Data Collection. Participants were recruited using Amazon's Mechanical Turk (MTurk) crowdwork platform, and we collected user data from both the survey on MTurk and participants' Twitter history. Recruitment and data collection procedures were identical for depression and PTSD samples, with the exception of the condition-specific questionnaire used for screening. Separate surveys were created for affected and healthy samples. The term "affected" here refers to participants affected by either depression or PTSD, respectively. In the affected sample surveys, participants were invited to complete a questionnaire that involved passing a series of inclusion criteria, responding to a standardized clinical assessment survey, answering questions related to demographics and mental health history, and sharing social media history. We used the CES-D (Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale) questionnaire to screen participant depression levels 29 . CES-D assessment quality has been demonstrated as on-par with other depression inventories, including the Beck Depression Inventory and the Kellner Symptom Questionnaire 30, 31 . The Trauma Screening Questionnaire (TSQ) was used to screen for PTSD 32 . A comparison cohort of healthy participants were screened to ensure no history of depression or PTSD, respectively, and for active Twitter use.
Qualified participants were asked to share their Twitter usernames and history. An app embedded in the survey allowed participants to securely log into their Twitter accounts and agree to share their data. Upon securing consent, we made a one-time collection of participants' Twitter posting history, up to the most recent 3,200 tweets (this limit is imposed by the Twitter API). In total we collected 279,951 tweets from 204 Twitter users for the depression analysis, and 243,775 tweets from 174 Twitter users for the PTSD analysis. Details on participant data protection measures are outlined below.
Inclusion criteria. The surveys for affected samples collected age data from participants, and asked qualified participants questions related to their first clinical diagnosis of either depression or PTSD, as well as questions about social media usage at the time of diagnosis. These questions were given in addition to the CES-D or TSQ scales. The purpose of these questions was to determine:
• The date of first clinical diagnosis of the condition, • Whether or not the individual suspected having the condition before diagnosis, and,
• If so, the number of days prior to diagnosis that this suspicion began
In the case that participants could not recall exact dates, they were instructed to approximate the actual date. The survey for healthy participants collected age and gender data from participants. It also asked four questions regarding personal health history, which were used as inclusion criteria for this and three other studies. These questions were as follows:
• Have you ever been pregnant?
• Have you ever been clinically diagnosed with depression?
• Have you ever been clinically diagnosed with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder?
• Have you ever been diagnosed with cancer?
Participants' responses to these questions were not used in analysis, and only served to include qualified respondents in each of the various studies, including the depression-and PTSD-related studies reported here.
Participant safety and privacy. This study design raised two important issues regarding ethical research practices, as it concerned both individuals with mental illness and potentially personally identifiable information. We were unable to guarantee strict anonymity to participants, given that usernames and personal information posted to Twitter are often inherently specific to participants' identities (such as usernames and tweets containing real names). As we potentially had the capacity to link study participants' identities to sensitive health information, study participants were informed of the risks of being personally identified from their social media data. Participants were assured that no personal identifiers, including usernames, would ever be made public or published in any format. We used Turk Prime, an interface for conducting MTurk studies, to mask participants' MTurk worker IDs from our records. We made it clear that any links between social media data and private personal health data would be available only to our team of researchers, and participants were able to request to have their data removed at any time.
Improving data quality.
In an effort to minimize noisy and unreliable data, we applied several quality assurance measures in our data collection process. MTurk workers who have completed at least 100 tasks, with a minimum 95% approval rating, have been found to provide reliable, valid survey responses 33 . We restricted survey visibility only to workers with these qualifications. Survey access was also restricted to U.S. IP addresses, as MTurk data collected from outside the United States are generally of poorer quality 34 . All participants were only permitted to take the survey once.
We excluded participants with a total of fewer than five Twitter posts. We also excluded participants with CES-D scores of 21 or lower (depression), or TSQ scores of 5 or lower (PTSD). Studies have indicated that a CES-D score of 22 represents an optimal cutoff for identifying clinically relevant depression 35, 36 ; an equivalent TSQ cutoff of 6 has been found to be optimal in the case of PTSD 32 . We note here that in the study that inspired the present work, De Choudhury et al. 8 used two depression scales (CES-D and BDI), and filtered individuals whose depression score did not correlate across the both scales. This additional criteria is a methodological strength of De Choudhury et al. 8 with respect to the present work. For the PTSD analysis, we collected data from 174 Twitter users, totaling 243,775. The mean number of posts per user was 1372.71 (SD = 1281.74). This distribution was skewed by a smaller number of frequent posters, as evidenced by a median value of just 862 posts per user.
In the PTSD sample, 73 crowdworkers successfully completed participation and provided access to their Twitter data. Imposing the TSQ cutoff reduced the number of viable participants to 63. The mean age for viable participants was 30.64 years (SD = 7.57), with a range of 21 to 54 years. Dates of participants' first PTSD diagnoses ranged from April 2010 to December 2015, with nearly all diagnosis dates (94%) occurring in the period 2013-2015. In the healthy group, 111 participants completed participation and provided access to their Twitter data. The mean age for this group was 33.25 years, with a range of 19 to 63 years, and 51% of respondents were female.
Feature extraction. We extracted several categories of predictors from the Twitter posts collected. Predictor selection for both depression and PTSD was based on prior machine learning models of depression in Twitter data 7, 8 , as the two conditions' high comorbidity rates suggest their predictive signals may exhibit considerable overlap 20 . Depressed Twitter users have been observed to tweet less frequently than non-depressed users 8 , so we used total tweets per user, per day, as a measure of user activity. Tweet metadata was analyzed to assess average word count per tweet (here, a word is defined as a set of characters surrounded by whitespace), whether or not the tweet was a retweet, and whether or not the tweet was a reply to someone else's tweet. The labMT, LIWC 2007, and ANEW unigram sentiment instruments were used to quantify the happiness of tweet language [37] [38] [39] [40] . The use of labMT, which has shown strong prior performance in analyzing happiness on Twitter 41, 42 , is novel with respect to depression screening; ANEW and LIWC have been successfully applied in previous studies on depression and Twitter 7, 8, 14 . LIWC was also used to compile frequency counts of various parts of speech (e.g., pronouns, verbs, adjectives) and semantic categories (e.g., food words, familial terms, profanity) as additional predictors 37 .
Units of observation.
Determining the best time span for analysis raises a difficult question: When and for how long does mental illness occur? Receiving a clinical diagnosis of depression or PTSD does not imply that an individual remains in a persistent state of illness, and so to conduct analysis with an individual's entire posting history as a single unit of observation is a dubious proposition. At the other extreme, to take one tweet as a unit of observation runs the risk of being too granular.
De Choudhury et al. 8 looked at all of a given user's tweets in a single day, and aggregated those data into per-person, per-day units of observation. In this report we have followed the convention of aggregated "user-days" as a primary unit of analysis, rather than try to categorize a person's entire history, or analyze each individual tweet. In our own previous research, however, we have found that many Twitter users do not generate enough daily content to make for robust unigram sentiment analysis 43 . For completeness, we conducted analyses using both daily and weekly units of observation. Both analyses yielded predictive models of similar strengths, with the weekly model showing a slight, but consistent, edge in performance. We report accuracy metrics from both analyses, but restrict other results to the daily-unit analysis to allow for more direct comparison with previous research. Details of weekly-unit analytical results are available in Supplementary Information, section II. When reporting results we occasionally refer to observations or tweets as "depressed", e.g., "depressed tweets received fewer likes". It would be more correct to use the phrase "tweet data from depressed participants, aggregated by user-days" instead of "depressed tweets", but we chose to sacrifice a degree of technical correctness for the sake of clarity. Statistical framework. Machine learning models. We trained supervised machine learning classifiers to discriminate between affected and healthy sample members' observations. Classifiers were trained on a randomly-selected 70% of total observations, and tested on the remaining 30%. 22 (TBA) are used as informal benchmarks for depression and PTSD, respectively. In addition to the fact that our results are drawn from different samples, using different observational units, than our chosen comparisons, comparing point estimates of accuracy metrics is not a statistically formal means of model comparison. We felt it was more meaningful to frame our findings in a realistic context, however informal, rather than to benchmark against a naive statistical model that simply predicted the majority class for all observations. Time series analysis. Predictive screening methods use indirect indicators, such as language use on social media, to infer health status. We are not actually interested in the average word count of depressed individuals' tweets, for example, but rather we hope that this measure will allow us some access to the underlying variable we truly care about: depression. Accordingly, state-space models, which use observable data to estimate the status of a latent, or hidden, variable over time, may provide useful insights. We trained a two-state Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to detect differential changes between affected and healthy groups over time. We used the hmmlearn Python module 44 to fit emission and transition matrices (using expectation-maximization) and hidden state sequence (using the Viterbi path algorithm); this module also provided mean parameter estimates for all predictors, for each latent state.
Depression Users
The use of HMM presents an interpretability challenge: how to know whether resulting latent states have any relationship to the clinical condition of interest? Consider the case of depression: Finding evidence that HMM had, in fact, recovered two states from our data that closely resembled the depressed and healthy classes was prerequisite to making any inferences based on HMM output. We addressed this issue by comparing HMM output with mean differences between depressed and healthy observations in the raw data. If the directions of the differences between HMM mean parameter estimates generally agree with the true differences in the data, this provides evidence that the two sample groups in our data (depressed and healthy) are well-characterized by HMM latent states. For example, if depressed observations contained more sad words on average than healthy observations (variable name: "LIWC_sad"), then the HMM state with the higher LIWC_sad estimate is more likely to be the depressed one, given that HMM does track depression (i.e., the latent states generated by HMM map onto "depressed" and "healthy"). If, on the other hand, HMM-generated states are weakly or not at all related to depression, there should be no clear alignment between HMM means and means in the raw data. The same procedure was applied when fitting an HMM to the PTSD data.
Word shift graphs. Machine learning algorithms provide powerful predictive capability, but most algorithms offer little in the way of context and interpretation. Word shift graphs use the labMT happiness scores, the most important predictor for both depression and PTSD analyses, to show qualitatively how inter-group differences may be driven by the usage of specific words in tweets 39 . We present word shift graphs comparing the way tweet language adjusted happiness scores in affected and healthy samples. The visualization ranks words by their contribution to the happiness difference between the two groups (for more explanation of word shift rankings, see 45, 46 ). Word shifts are generated from a different statistical method than the machine learning algorithm we used to make predictions, and so should be treated as exploratory analyses independent of our main findings.
Results
For the depression study, we analyzed 74,990 daily observations (23,541 depressed) from 204 individuals (105 depressed). For the PTSD study, we analyzed 54,197 daily observations (13,008 PTSD) from 174 individuals (63 PTSD). Observations from affected sample members accounted for 31.4% and 24% of the entire datasets for depression and PTSD, respectively.
Machine learning classifier.
Results are reported for both daily and weekly units of observation (see Table 2 and Fig. 1 ).
Our best depression classifier, averaged over cross-validation iterations, improved over both Mitchell et al. 28 and De Choudhury et al. 8 on several metrics. Our depression model's precision rate was considerably higher, with just over 1 false positive for every 10 depression diagnoses. By comparison, general practitioners from Mitchell et al. 28 incorrectly diagnosed patients as having depression in more than half of all diagnoses.
Our best PTSD classifier improved considerably over the primary-care physicians from Taubman-Ben-Ari et al.
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(TBA). Whereas more than half of all PTSD diagnoses made by TBA physicians were incorrect, our model was correct in roughly 9 out of every 10 (88.2%) of its PTSD predictions. Model recall rate was strong, with 68.3% discovery of actual PTSD sample observations. The labMT happiness score was the strongest predictor of both depression and PTSD. Notably, average labMT average happiness over user days showed only modest correlation with ANEW (r depr = 0.37, r ptsd = 0.36) and LIWC (r depr = 0.36, r ptsd = 0.37), suggesting that labMT identifies relevant prediction signals not fully captured by other sentiment instruments. The additional benefit offered by labMT in this context may be a reflection of its inclusion of the 5000 most frequently used words on Twitter, including slang 39 . The second most important variable was word count, which represented the average number of words per tweet. Sentiment-related variables from ANEW and LIWC accounted for most of the remaining top predictors (see Fig. 1 ).
As with most decision-tree classifiers, the Random Forests algorithm provides information on the relevance, but not the directionality, of predictors. In other words, we can know how important a variable was to the algorithm, but not if it was positively or negatively associated with the response variable. Word shift graphs, reported below, offer some indication of directionality but are computed differently than Random Forests and should not be used to directly interpret Random Forests output. However, as a means of informing early detection methods, predictor directionality becomes less important, as the goal is identification, rather than explanation, of possible mental health issues.
Time course description.
A Hidden Markov Model simulated affected and healthy states. HMM states were determined to accurately track with affected and healthy groups by comparing differences in mean parameter estimates between the model fit and original data. Across all 40 predictors, HMM means were in agreement with true means for the depression sample in 38 cases (95% agreement), and were in 100% agreement with true means for the PTSD sample. This evidence strongly suggested that the two states identified by HMM were closely aligned with the affected and healthy classes in our data, and we have reported HMM results based on this assumption. See Figs 2 and 3 .
Depressed individuals showed a slightly higher probability of depression even in the period nine months prior to diagnosis, and gradually diverged from healthy data points. Healthy individuals showed a steady, lower probability of depression, which did not change noticeably over an 18-month period. By three months prior to diagnosis, depressed subjects showed a marked rise in probability of being in a depressed state, whereas healthy individuals showed little or no change over the same time period. Post-diagnosis, probability of depression began to decrease after 3-4 months (90-120 days). This trajectory matches closely with average improvement time frames observed in therapeutic programs 47 . Given that HMM constructed latent states from unlabeled data, it is striking that HMM not only reconstructed the division between depressed and healthy groups, but also generated a plausible timeline for depression onset and recovery. Similarly, tweets from individuals with PTSD deviated from healthy tweets within months after the date of the traumatic event that caused PTSD (indicated by the orange line in Fig. 3) , and well over a year before the average time to diagnosis (the mean time period from trauma to diagnosis was 586 days). A decrease in PTSD probability can be observed shortly after diagnosis, indicating possible improvement due to treatment. While these results suggest promise, further analysis of the nature of aggregate time courses, including investigation of more sophisticated methods of time-series analysis 44, 48, 49 will be a subject of future work. In particular, the health trajectories associated with individuals (not in aggregate), other forms of text-based communication, and applications to other mental illnesses should be explored in greater detail.
Word shift graphs. We averaged labMT happiness scores across observations in each class, after the removal of common neutral words and re-tweeted promotional material 39 . Neutral words were words with labMT happiness scores between 4 and 6, on a 1-9 scale. This included many common parts of speech, including articles and pronouns, which contributed little to understanding inter-group differences in valenced language. Some of the positive language observed more frequently among healthy individuals came from re-tweets of promotional or other advertising material (e.g., "win", "free", "gift"). We removed obvious promotional retweets when generating word shift graphs, as their removal did not significantly change mean tweet-happiness differences between groups, and the resulting graphs gave better impressions of what participants personally tweeted about. We observed that tweets authored by the depressed class were sadder (h avg = 6.01) than the healthy class (h avg = 6.15). In Fig. 4 , we rank order individual words with respect to their contribution to this observed difference, and display the top contributing words. PTSD word shift graphs are included in Appendix III.
The dominant contributor to the difference between depressed and healthy classes was an increase in usage of negative words by the depressed class, including "no", "never", "prison", "murder", and "death". The second largest contributor was a decrease in positive language by the depressed class, relative to the healthy class, including fewer appearances of "happy", "beach", and "photo". The increased usage of negatively valenced language by depressed individuals is congruent with previous research 50 .
Discussion
The aim of the present study was to identify predictive markers of depression and PTSD based on users' Twitter data using computational methods. Our findings strongly support the claim that computational methods can effectively screen Twitter data for indicators of depression and PTSD. Our method identified these mental health conditions earlier and more accurately than the performance of trained health professionals, and was more precise than previous computational approaches. Our state-space models portrayed a timeline for depression which is impressively realistic, given that it was generated analyzing only the text of 140-character messages. In addition, HMM identified a rise in probability of PTSD within six months, post-trauma, compared to the average 19 month delay between trauma event and diagnosis experienced by the individuals in our sample. Word shifts provided context for the specific differences in language that shifted happiness scores between samples. These advances make improvements on existing predictive screening technology, as well as contribute novel methods for the identification and tracking of mental illness.
The HMM depression timeline is an intriguing finding, and should be treated with both optimism and caution. HMM assigned each data point a probability of belonging to two latent state-spaces while "blind" to our actual states of interest, as affected/healthy labels were removed from HMM training data. Considering that the model could have used criteria completely unrelated to mental health to delineate between the two latent classes, it is noteworthy that the resulting states' mean estimates for each variable in both PTSD and depression analyses closely resembled the mean estimates for affected and healthy participants' data, respectively. This adds support for the claim that affected-condition and healthy Twitter users' data are objectively different, in addition to providing justification for the use of HMM assignments as indicators of depression/PTSD signals at a given point in time. Despite this evidence in favor of applying HMM to analyze mental health trajectories, HMM is an unsupervised learning procedure and so conclusive HMM-based inferences should be approached cautiously and with close attention on validation procedures. The diverging trajectories observed in our HMM time series suggest that, with careful attention to model validity, state-space modeling may be used to identify and track the onset of certain mental illnesses over time, using only Twitter data.
The labMT happiness measure proved to be the most important predictor in our model, and was considerably stronger than ANEW or LIWC happiness indicators. This is in line with a series of previous findings, which have found labMT measures to be a superior for tracking happiness in Twitter data 40 , and suggests that future research in this field should incorporate this instrument for more accurate measurements. That average tweet word count was the second most important predictor is intriguing, especially as increases in word count were positively associated with depression and PTSD. If anything, depression is often characterized by reduced communication 17 , although word count is distinct from posting frequency, which was not a significant predictor in our models. The current depression and PTSD literatures are largely devoid of studies relating verbosity to these conditions, and so this finding may motivate new inquiries into behavioral traits of mental health disorders as observed on social media.
From a practical standpoint, our model showed considerable improvement over the ability of unassisted general practitioners to correctly diagnose depression and PTSD. Despite the imprecise nature of this comparison, given the paucity of data currently available to serve as benchmarks for the type of analysis performed in the present study, our model's relative success seems encouraging. Health care providers may be able to improve quality of care and better identify individuals in need of treatment based on the simple, low-cost methods outlined in this report. Especially given that mental health services are unavailable or underfunded in many countries 51 , this computational approach, which only requires patients' digital consent to share their social media history, may open avenues to care which are currently difficult or impossible to provide. Future investigations would use the same participant pool to collect both health professionals' assessments, as well as computational models of participant social media behavior, to allow for more precise comparison.
The present findings may be limited by the non-specific use of the term "depression" in participant surveys. While earlier research identified depression predictors in Twitter data for Major Depressive Disorder and postpartum depression 7, 8 , we used a more general category in our recruitment and data collection to build a predictive model capable of screening for common depressive signals. We acknowledge that depression diagnoses exist across a clinical spectrum. It is possible that participants with a specific type of depression were responsible for the observed results. Future research might examine other specific depression classes, including manic depression and dysthymia, to determine whether predictive screening models should be segmented per diagnosis type.
It is also possible that inferences from our results are limited specifically to Twitter users who have been diagnosed with depression or PTSD, and who are willing to share their social media history with researchers. Current literature on depression treatment suggests that people who seek out mental health services are usually "well-informed and psychologically minded, experience typical symptoms of depression and little stigma, and have confidence in the effectiveness of treatment, few concerns about side effects, adequate social support, and high self-efficacy" 52 . Since it is possible only a subset of Twitter users will fit this description, we recommend making conservative inferences about depression, as well as PTSD, based on our findings.
Considering the frequent comorbidity of depression and PTSD 20 , together with the similarity in predictor importance observed across our analyses of these two conditions, the signals driving our predictive models may share considerable overlap. While our results do not offer strict segregation between these two conditions, this gives little cause for concern when considered from a mental health screening perspective. If the desired outcome is to identify individuals who may be in need of mental health services, whether an individual is flagged for evaluation for depression with possible associated PTSD, or vice-versa, becomes an academic distinction. If anything, the issue of comorbidity may serve as a useful reminder that this computational method should not be regarded as a standalone diagnostic tool, but rather as a technology for early identification of potential mental health issues.
As the methods employed in the present study aim to infer health related information about individuals, some additional cautionary considerations are in order. Data privacy and ethical research practices are of particular concern, given recent admissions that individuals' Facebook and dating profile data were experimentally manipulated or exposed without permission 53, 54 . Indeed, we observed a response rate reflecting a seemingly reluctant population. Of the 2,261 individuals who began our survey, 790 (35%) refused to share their Twitter username and history, even after we identified ourselves as an "academic, not-for-profit research team" and provided the above-mentioned guarantees about data privacy. Future research should prioritize establishing confidence among experimental participants that their data will remain secure and private. Complicating efforts to build socio-technical tools such as the models presented in this study, data trends often change over time, degrading model performance without frequent calibration 55 . As such, our results should be considered a methodological proof-of-concept upon which to build and refine subsequent models.
This report provides an outline for an accessible, accurate, and inexpensive means of improving depression and PTSD screening, especially in contexts where in-person assessments are difficult or costly. In concert with robust data privacy and ethical analytics practices, future models based on our work may serve to augment traditional mental health care procedures. More generally, our results support the idea that computational analysis of social media can be used to identify major changes in individual psychology.
